CAN I RELAY MAKE
$50,000+ PER ACRE?
WELL YES
THE MARKET FOR HEMP
IS ONLY GROWING
With many large corporate retailers
adding CBD products to their 10's of
thousands of shelves the market for high
CBD content HEMP is booming.
Although there are various methods of
calculating pricing the most common
structure is based on a price per lb, per
each percentage of CBD the plant
contains.
Our current Cherry Wine genetic is

About Us
We have been working in the
Cannabis/Hemp business since 1989. Our
license number in Colorado is 13, so we
have been around awhile.
From the beginning, our focus has been to
bring only the very best products to
market. To ensure the highest quality and
consistency we operate as a vertically
integrated manufacturer; meaning, we
breed and select the seed genetics, grow
and farm the plants, and extract and
produce the product. Since NY has begun
issuing licenses to grow Hemp we have
partnered with North Country NY
Enterprises to bring this same
commitment of quality and excellence to
our operations in New York..

North Country NY
Enterprises

producing an average of 18% in Colorado
and we expect even higher yields here in
the North Country. However, let's use an
overall industry average of 10 percent
CBD content.

North Country NY
Enterprises

That makes the equation at the current
market avg. price of: $3.00per lb X 10 =
$30 per lb X 2000 plant per Acre at 1 lb
each for a total value of $60,000.

THE FUTURE OF FARMING

315-869-5099

Seeking Farmers

IS IT

LEGAL

Absolutely. NY State currently issues
licenses for the production of Hemp for CBD,
Seed and Bulk Fiber. We can either enjoin
farms under our current license or assist you
in obtaining your own.

IS IT RISKY
“As any Farmer will tell you all farming is
risky and often pits Farmer against nature.
Additionally, as with any crop, there are
unique risks involved with growing Hemp for
CBD.
According to Seth Crawford of Oregon CBD,
'"one of the biggest issues potential farmers
face is finding reliable seed companies that
have actually done fieldwork...” “There is no
reason to do anything without correct
genetics, I can’t stress that enough, there
were many farmers who were not able to sell
last year because they did not buy the right
seed."
Also, the plant can fail to produce a sufficient
percent of CBD to be salable or the plant
can go hot, meaning above the legal limit of
.3% THC making
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Additionally, I would never advise
planting a crop without a solid market
plan upon harvest.

MANAGING RISK
We are a vertically integrated Grower,
Manufacturer, and Retailer that brings a
decade of experience in legally Farming,
Extracting, Productizing and Selling both
Cannabis and Hemp products. We share in
the risk and only profit if we make you
successful.

INSURING
TODAY'S CROP
WHILE
DEVELOPING THE
FUTURES
GENETICS

Is your current crop bringing
$50,000 (+) per acre?
NORTH COUNTRY NY Hemp Growers

THE PROGRAM
B 2We
G Hwill
E Aprovide
L T H you all the seed you
need of a proven genetic that we have
the market for;
We will provide experience and
consulting throughout the entire
process;
YOU will plant, cultivate, and
harvest;
We will provide the market and sale.

Ask us about the details and a copy of our
CROP SHARE AGREEMENT.

BETTER
TOGETHER
We only make money if we are both
successful. You know farming and we
know the hemp/CBD market. By
working together we share the
financial risk of a failed crop and the
reward of a successful harvest.
Together we can make the
North Country
the agricultural
leader in the
production of
High Qualith
CBD Hemp.
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